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Story

--- "Ocean's 11"

After serving time behind bars, master fraudster Danny Ocean is out on parole, only to receive divorce papers one day
from his wife, Tess's lawyer. Tess has been chosen to star in the show at a hotel just built by Las Vegas casino magnate
Terry Benedict, and she wants to split from Danny and his criminal record before her debut. To top it all off, rumor has it
she's Benedict's new girlfriend. But Danny's love for Tess still burns strong, and even though he's been hit with a tough
double-whammy, he's come up with a daring plan. Danny may have just gotten out of prison, but he's heading for Las
Vegas, the city where destinies change. 

Benedict is a downright villain and also the man running things in this town by cold-hearted, nasty means, but he's hidden
that side from Tess. Danny meets up with his old buddy, Rusty Ryan, at a Las Vegas club to share a plan that will really
burst Benedict's bubble: robbing the vault at Paradiso, Benedict's hotel. That vault holds the proceeds for all of Benedict's
casinos, which amount to $150 million̶a night! The security is no joke and it took a team of specialists from different
areas of expertise to put it all together. Danny and Rusty get straight to work recruiting their own team to bust that
security. 
A cast of professionals sign up to join in on Danny's plan. Reuben Tishkoff lost his casino to Benedict. Basher Tarr used to
be a top-rate magician, but his magic show that was scheduled for a respected hotel got cancelled thanks to one of
Benedict's hotels. Yen is a genius with the yo-yo and the most skilled member of his performance troupe. Frank Catton is a
card dealer who was driven out of Vegas when his scams came to light. Livingston Dell is a hacker who's second to none.
The Malloy brothers, Virgil and Turk, create virtual worlds with their video editing prowess. Saul Bloom is a former con
artist. And then there's Linus Caldwell, the son of legendary pickpockets who feels pressured by his father's reputation and
agrees to help Danny for the opportunity to step out of his shadow. Each member brings their own extraordinary skills to
form Ocean's 11. 

Can Danny outfox Benedict, the big man in Vegas who'll stop at nothing to get what he wants, while also winning back the
heart of Tess, whom he still loves as his wife? At last, an intrepid undertaking like no one's ever pulled off before̶robbing
the winnings of Las Vegas' largest casino̶is a go!



Danny Ocean: Suzuho Makaze

Tess Ocean: Madoka Hoshikaze

Rusty Ryan: Toa Serika

Terry Benedict: Minato Sakuragi

Saul Bloom: Tsukasa Kotobuki

Ann Woods: Maira Mikaze

Queen Diana: Chitose Junya

Theresa: Mai Kanon

Frank Catton: Sayato Sumiki

Reuben Tishkoff: Kira Rinjo

Ricardo: Akira Matsukaze

Harry Woods: Ayato Hoshibuki

Beth: Moa Aishiro

Basher Tarr: Riku Sorahane

Taylor: Haruka Mitsuki

Charles: Rio Hoshizuki

Harold: Oki Haruse

Eddie: Jun Mirei

Joe: Maki Nanao

Linus Caldwell: Sora Kazuki

Ruby (Three Jewels): Mari Setohana

Yen: Hikaru Akine

Mike: Makise Rui

Paula: Rara Haruha

Livingston Dell: Hikaru Rukaze

The Bruiser: Ritsu Wakato

Sapphire (Three Jewels): Maia Hanaki

Bob: Kanata Kiho

Main cast

--- "Ocean's 11"



Virgil Malloy: Shion Yuki

Emerald (Three Jewels): Mineri Amairo

Turk Malloy: Chiaki Takato

Dick: Mira Manase


